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Automatic Medication Dispenser  

Overview 

The Medication Dispenser rotates at pre-set intervals to dispense medication. It 

has a built in alarm which sounds or flashes to remind the individual that it is time 

to take their pills. It is ideal for anyone with memory problems or who is required 

to take a number of pills at different times each day.   

The dispenser holds one week of pills if taken 4 times per day - 28 compartments 

for pills. The alert deactivates when the dispenser registers that medication has 

been taken, which occurs when the individual tilts the device to take their pills. A 

tamper proof option with a key is also available. 

Can be used alone or installed as part of an integrated telecare system. Plugs into 

power outlet. Includes backup battery in case of power outage.  

Alert Options 

The pill dispenser alarm sets easily, just like an alarm clock. It can include a 

combination of the following features depending on your requirements: 

1. Automatically sounds an alert prompting the individual to take their pills. 

2. Option to have model with blinking light in addition to audible alert. 

3. Can be programmed to sound/flash again after a pre-set length of time until 

medication is taken. 

4. Can be used with a TASK CareLink two-way speech unit to give added 

reassurance. This means when medication is not removed, a call is placed to 

our 24hr Monitoring Centre and our trained operators can take appropriate 

action specific to the individual’s needs. This can also serve as an early 

warning of a fall which might not otherwise be noticed. 

Benefits 

Reduces the possibility of an individual forgetting to take their medication.  

Supports independent living. 

Warranty 

Automatic Medication Dispenser – 1 Year Warranty 
CareLink Two-Way Speech Unit – Lifetime Warranty 
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